
«The Secret of Caucasian Longevity»



There are many legends about the glorious inhabitants 
of the Caucasus, and one of them lies in their impressive 

longevity.

The participants of the quest will search a unique component 
that will unlock Caucasian longevity mystery!

What adventures await the teams? Will they cope with the 
trials and will they be able to demonstrate the power of unity 
during the difficulties that will arise on their way? And most 

importantly, will the mystic elixir be found?

After all, if everything works out, then one of the 
teams will unravel the secret of Caucasian 

longevity!

Game 
«The Secret

of Caucasian 
Longevity»



At the starting position, at the edge of the 
forest, the local Long-Liver welcomes the teams 

and introduces the rules of the Quest Game.

Each team must complete 12 tasks and earn coins, 
which at the end of the game you can use to buy 
the ingredients of longevity.

At each location, the team meets a forester, 
handing bundles with the hints to the 

participants.

Game description



In the event that the team fails 
to perform a task, it has the opportunity 

to ask for help from the Long-Liver, and 
answering correctly the question asked by him, to 

get the missing coin.

The team that collects the most coins will become the 
winner of the game and will be able to go with the Long-
Liver to a secret place to get the magic elixir of Caucasian 
longevity.

The remaining teams use the collected coins to buy 
necessary ingredients for the culinary “battle” 

followed by a Grand Picnic.



Activities
aimed at cohesion:

 logical puzzles;

 team building tasks;

 spirit of excitement accompanying every 
stage of testing for all participants;

 fair opportunity for all.

Breath the air of the Caucasus and 
feel the taste of emotions!
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